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Double Auction-Based Pricing Mechanism for
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Abstract—The autonomous vehicle (AV) is expected to be an
important “building block” of the future smart city. Recently, an
AV-based public transportation system has been successfully devel-
oped to provide precise, effective, and intelligent public transporta-
tion services. For better quality of service, the system encourages
market competition by accommodating multiple AV operators. To
facilitate the pricing process, a pricing mechanism was developed
but it can only process one service request each time. This can
significantly impair the overall passenger admissibility, especially
when there are many outstanding requests to be processed. In this
paper, we redesign the pricing mechanism for handling multiple
requests simultaneously. To do this, we formulate the key com-
ponent of the mechanism, i.e., request-AV allocation, as a double
combinatorial auction-based process. We construct a new winner
determination problem that can accommodate requests of different
AV service types. We also investigate its duality to devise an efficient
service charge determination rule. We evaluate the performance
of the proposed mechanism and charging rule with extensive sim-
ulations. The results show that the mechanism can result in better
social welfare than the original scheme. Moreover, we examine the
computational time required and the percentage of successfully
served passengers. The simulations demonstrate that the mecha-
nism can make the AV public transportation system more practical.

Index Terms—Autonomous vehicle, combinatorial double auc-
tion, public transportation system, smart city.

I. INTRODUCTION

DUE to its driverless and environmentally friendly proper-
ties, the Autonomous Vehicle (AV) is gaining increasing

attention from the public and research community. Since the
maneuvers are computer-controlled, an AV can better adapt to
various road conditions with the assistance of available trans-
portation information about its neighborhood [1]. With the in-
troduction of AVs, the number of traffic accidents is expected to
decrease significantly [2]. Besides the autonomous self-driving
capability, the functionalities of AVs can be further enhanced
with inter-vehicular communications [3]. Multiple AVs can con-
stitute a vehicular network and share information with one
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another. Moreover, a control center can also be employed to
systematically coordinate their routes and schedules in order
to improve the social welfare1 [4], resulting in less traffic con-
gestion and more transportation throughput. This grants AVs
higher controllability than traditional driver-controlled vehicles
from the system-wise perspective.

It is believed that most future transportation applications will
involve certain service models of shared fleet operation [5].
The gradual deployment of AVs is expected to lead to criti-
cal transformation of transportation system, bringing about new
classes of vehicle routing, scheduling, and fleet management
problems for AVs [5]. More research on AV fleet management
is needed to enhance the efficiency of new services and this
work investigates a certain form of AV fleet management. We
adopt the recently proposed AV Public Transportation System
(AVPTS) [6], in which AVs, as the transportation carriers, are
employed for public transits in modern cities; and a control cen-
ter manages a fleet of AVs to offer on-demand transportation
services, with optional ride-sharing capability. Customers can
place transportation requests through e-hailing with specific re-
quirements, such as pickup and dropoff locations. The control
center allocates appropriate AVs to serve the requests. By means
of coordinated routing and scheduling, the system can achieve
different objectives and economic benefits to both the system
operators and passengers.

While the control center is dedicated to coordinating the allo-
cation, routing, and scheduling of the AVs, a mature deregulated
AVPTS should be able to accommodate multiple AV operators,
each of which manages its own AVs, constituting an AVPTS
market. This market introduces competitions among the oper-
ators so as to improve service quality and lower operational
cost, which are favorable to the passengers. Moreover, more
operators contribute more transportation resources to the sys-
tem so that more requests are likely to be admitted. To operate
a multi-tenant system, an additional pricing process is needed
to settle the service charges by considering multiple customer
requests and operator offers simultaneously. The pricing mech-
anism should be fair to all participants while maximizing the
social welfare.

In this paper, we design a pricing mechanism for the multi-
tenant AVPTS which is capable of handling multiple service
requests simultaneously. Inspired by typical combinatorial dou-
ble auctions [7], we modify the Winner Determination Problem

1Social welfare refers to the well-being of the entire society, including but
not limited to both vehicle operators and customers.
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(WDP) to optimally allocate available AVs to serve these re-
quests. We consider the duality to settle the service charges.
The contribution of this work is summarized as follows:

1) We propose a new pricing mechanism for handling mul-
tiple service requests in AVPTS;

2) We develop a new WDP for request-AV allocation involv-
ing multiple service types;

3) We develop an effective mechanism to determine the ser-
vice charges; and

4) We evaluate the performance of the proposed pricing
mechanism with extensive simulations.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We intro-
duce concepts of AVPTS and propose our pricing mechanism in
Section III. We formulate the AV pricing process and develop
its WDP in Section IV-A. A duality-based service charge rule is
developed in Section V. In Section VI, we evaluate the system
performance with a series of simulations. Finally, we conclude
this paper in Section VII.

II. BACKGROUND

AVPTS was introduced in [6], in which AVs are employed
to provide public transit services. The system comprises three
types of entities, including customers, AVs, and a control center.
Customers submit transportation requests to the control center
with the necessary information, such as pickup and dropoff
locations, number of passengers, etc. The control center then
performs admission control to screen out the inadmissible and
non-profitable requests and to maximize the social welfare. The
system also performs scheduling to determine appropriate routes
and schedules for the available AVs to accomplish the admitted
requests. Those AVs with assigned tasks then execute the in-
structed service plans to serve the admitted requests. Through
the admission control and scheduling processes, the efficiency
and capability of the system can be enhanced and other social
welfare objectives can also be achieved [6].

In the original design given in [6], the control center is as-
sumed to have full control of all participating AVs. Although this
model enables the only operator to maximize the social welfare
easily, the pricing issue is overlooked. Customers have to accept
any service charges proposed by the operator regardless of their
own valuations. This constitutes a monopoly and the operator is
encouraged to manipulate the service charges, which sacrifices
the welfare of the customers.

Alternatively, like many modern deregulated public trans-
portation systems, it is common to have multiple operators, i.e.,
business entities. Moreover, thanks to the unmanned nature of
AVs and the e-hailing operating paradigm, as used by Uber [8],
individual AV owners are strongly incentivized to lease their
vehicles for profit during their “off-time”. Therefore the multi-
tenant AVPTS are more pragmatic in real-world applications.

There is some related work on designing pricing mechanisms
for AVPTS, e.g., [9] and [10]. [9] focused on designing a pric-
ing mechanism for a single transportation request competed
by multiple AV operators. A strategy-proof Vickrey-Clarke-
Groves (VCG)-based scheme was developed to decide the ser-
vice charge. [10] focused on the security concerns in the pricing

Fig. 1. The pricing process in the multi-tenant AVPTS. Circled numbers
indicate the steps in this process.

process. A core-selecting auction-based pricing mechanism is
designed to address the false-name and shill bidding vulnera-
bilities of the design proposed in [9]. However, both of them
can only handle one request per execution. When it comes to
a large number of incoming requests which is probable in a
large AVPTS, the order of request handling (i.e., which request
is handled sooner and which is later) may significantly influ-
ence their admittability and so as the overall social welfare.
As stated in [9] and [10] where each request constitutes an
individual optimization problem, handling the requests sequen-
tially is not likely to maximize the overall social welfare, which
should be attained by jointly considering multiple requests at
the same time. Therefore, a pricing mechanism that can handle
a collection of requests simultaneously is needed to make the
multi-tenant AVPTS more practical.

In this work, we propose a new pricing mechanism for the
multi-tenant AVPTS capable of handling multiple requests at
the same time. This mechanism is modeled as a double auction,
in which multiple bidders compete for multiple items. There is
a plethora of literature studying such auctions with promising
solutions. For instance, [7] illustrated typical forms of dou-
ble auctions with performance comparison of several solutions.
Double auction has also been employed in modeling other scien-
tific and engineering research problems, e.g., service allocation
in mobile cloud computing [11]. The interested reader may re-
fer to [12] and [13] for the details and developments of double
auctions.

III. AVPTS PRICING MECHANISM

In the multi-tenant AVPTS, the pricing process is used to per-
form the AV-request allocation and to settle the service charges
for transportation requests. The whole process can be broken
into several steps, which are schematically illustrated in Fig. 1.
In each pricing process, the customers first submit their service
requests, with specific maximum service charges, to the control
center, say through e-hailing (Step 1). After a certain number of
requests have been collected or a pre-defined period for request
gathering has expired, the control center distributes the request
information to the AV operators (Step 2). Next, each operator in-
dividually evaluates the operating cost induced by its governed
AVs for serving the requests (Step 3), and use their own strate-
gies to suggest minimum service charges for their AVs to serve
the requests (Step 4). After gathering all the bidding proposals,
the control center finalizes the service charges for the admis-
sible requests while dropping the inadmissible ones (Step 5).
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Fig. 2. Online auction mechanism with request gathering and processing
executed in parallel.

Finally, the AV allocation plan is reported back to the customers
(Step 6). When determining the pricing results, various objec-
tives can be achieved. In this work, we focus on maximizing the
social welfare.

The pricing mechanism can be implemented in a quasi-online
fashion, where the request gathering and processing phases can
be executed simultaneously. As depicted in Fig. 2, while gather-
ing a new batch of customer service requests, the control center
can be processing the previous batch. For instance, after gather-
ing requests in Batch #1 (Step 1 in Fig. 1), the mechanism will
start matching requests with AVs subject to their requirements
and availabilities (Steps 2 to 6). At the same time, the newly
submitted requests will be collected in Batch #2. The length of
request collecting period can be dynamically adjusted by the
control center based on the availability of request submissions.
As long as the time for Step 1 is longer than that of the remaining
steps, the mechanism is stable, i.e., all requests can be processed
in finite time.

Based on [9], transportation requests can be categorized into
three types, i.e., the splittable, non-splittable, and private ser-
vices. For the splittable service, passengers originated from a
single request may be split into groups, each being served by a
different AV. For the non-splittable service, all passengers in the
same request must be served by one AV. For these two service
types, ride-sharing is permitted, i.e., passengers belonging to dif-
ferent requests may share the same ride. Finally, for the private
service, passengers of the same request will occupy the whole
vehicle for the ride. In order to utilize vehicular resources effec-
tively, the control center should determine the optimal routes and
schedules collectively for the governed AVs to accommodate the
requests of different service types. Through ride-sharing, while
serving some requests, those AVs with available seats can be
further utilized for other requests. This improves the system
throughput and decreases the operational cost imposed on each
passenger. Thus lower service charges can be expected. More-
over, unlike [9] and [10], the three service types are handled
altogether in this work. This can avoid the infeasible situation
that a seat is reserved by multiple requests of different service
types.

To summarize, the unique features of the proposed auction-
eering mechanism that are not realized in [9] and [10] are listed
as follows:

1) Multiple customers and AV operators are considered
concurrently;

2) All three service types are handled simultaneously; and
3) We develop a charging rule dedicated to the proposed

pricing mechanism.
The customers and the operators are generally autonomous

entities. Without further assumptions, we cannot manipulate
their own pricing strategies. Instead, we can at most facilitate
an effective matching between the service requests and AVs at

the control center, as an intermediary, to maximize the system
welfare. This corresponds to Step 5 in Fig. 1. An effective AV
pricing mechanism should be able to handle complex bidding
strategies and the performance should not be influenced sub-
stantially based on the bidding strategies. To develop such a
mechanism, we need to allocate appropriate AVs to the passen-
gers and also determine the final service charges properly. We
will explain their designs in Sections IV-A and V, respectively.

It should be noted that the proposed pricing mechanism is
not limited to AVPTS. Actually, the mechanism can be gener-
alized to other transportation systems where multiple vehicles
and customers are involved. In this work, we adopt AVPTS to
demonstrate the implementation and performance of the pro-
posed mechanism. We will further investigate its application to
other systems in our future research.

IV. DOUBLE AUCTION-BASED ALLOCATION

As discussed above, we try to provide the customers with
seat occupancies, which are leased by the AV operators through
bidding. The control center acts as an auctioneer/broker in an
auction. Similar to [9] and [10], we can model the request-AV
allocation as an auction. In economics, a double auction refers to
a process of trading goods where buyers and sellers submit their
bids and their ask prices, respectively, to an auctioneer, who
then configures a trading price to clear the market [12]. A com-
binatorial auction describes an auction involving combinations
of discrete items rather than “individual items or continuous
quantities” [14]. Recall that in the AVPTS pricing process, the
customers compete with each other to get served while the AV
operators race to provide service for profit. By considering com-
binations of seat occupancies as items to be traded, the allocation
process is in fact double combinatorial auction-like.

A. Auction Setting

Consider that multiple transportation requests are submitted
to the control center for settlement and each of them can bear
one or more passengers. There are also multiple AV operators,
each of which manages an independent fleet of AVs, compet-
ing to serve the requests. During this process, seat occupancies
are regarded as the items to be traded. For instance, an AV
with several available seats intends to “sell” these seat occu-
pancies to potential customers, who may be originated from
different transportation requests, subject to various transporta-
tion requirements. The control center acts as an auctioneer to
perform the matching between the vehicles and the requests. In
general, there are multiple “buyers” (i.e., customers) intended to
to acquire multiple items (i.e., seat occupancies) from multiple
“sellers” (i.e., AVs operators). This configuration analogizes a
typical combinatorial double auction, and we call this the AV
auction in the sequel.

Consider a set of requests R = RS ∪RN ∪RP composed
of three different kinds of requests, where RS , RN , and RP

stand for the set of splittable, non-splittable, and private service
requests, respectively. Each request r ∈ R is described by a
3-tuple 〈qr , cr , Ir 〉, where qr is the number of seats required, cr

is the maximum expected service charge for the trip proposed
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by the customer, and Ir represents the other necessary informa-
tion such as service type, pickup, dropoff locations, etc. for the
admission control and scheduling purposes [6]. We assume that
a request can either be completely served (by one or multiple
AVs) or not served. In other words, a partially served request is
not allowed. Since a request may end up to be served by multiple
vehicles, the utility of the customer with respect to Request r,
ur , is given as follows:

ur =

{
cr −

∑
k∈K pk,r (Sk,r ) r can be served

0 otherwise,
(1)

where Sk,r is the set of seats of AV k allocated to serve r after
the pricing process, and pk,r (Sk,r ) is the corresponding service
charge. pk,r is determined by the control center based on the
auction result and it has a zero value when k is not assigned to
serve r.

Let K be the set of AVs available for service in a particular
pricing process. AV k ∈ K has total q̄k seats with q̂k ≤ q̄k seats
available. Similar to [9] and [10], we assume that all seats are ho-
mogeneous. Therefore, AV k is considered to provide different
seat combinations2 Qk = {{1}, {1, 2}, · · · , {1, 2, · · · , q̂k}} for
the customers to choose from, where 1, 2, · · · , q̂k are the iden-
tifiers of seats [9]. For each k, its operator can calculate its
operational cost of each combination S ∈ Qk to serve (part of)
r through Step 3 in Fig. 1. This results in its valuation denoted
by vk (S, r). Based on vk (S, r), the AV operator places a bid
bk (S, r) for k to serve r with S. Assuming that all AV operators
are rational, their reported bid values are no less than their actual
operational costs (bid valuations), i.e., bk (S, r) ≥ vk (S, r) > 0.
The total utility of AV operator with respect to its governing AV
k is defined by

μk =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
∑

r∈R pk,r (Sk,r )
−∑r∈R bk (Sk,r , r) k serves any request,

0 otherwise.

(2)

B. Winner Determination Problem

We determine the winners of the auction, i.e., matching be-
tween the requests and AVs, via optimization. We formulate
an optimization problem by jointly considering all requests and
bids, and the problem is called WDP. WDP is a widely adopted
methodology to determine the winning bids in an auction – See
[7], [11], [12] as examples. In this work, we follow the prac-
tice to determine the winner(s) of the auction via WDP. It is
constructed by jointly considering all requests and bids as an
optimization problem [12], [13], [15]. However, the structures
of the utilities defined in (1) and (2) may not be helpful in formu-
lating the problem. To overcome this, we transform them into
quadratic forms, which can give an integer quadratic program

2In a combinatorial auction, each item is considered unique. Multiple items
(seat occupancies in our case) are grouped into a combination (i.e., seat com-
bination) for trading. Such combination is considered as a trading unit and this
facilitates the buyers and sellers to trade multiple items simultaneously. Since
all seats in a vehicle are assumed to be homogeneous, each vehicle can at most
offer one combination of one seat, one combination of two seats, and so forth,
up the combination of the vehicle capacity.

(IQP). Moreover, we can also convert it to a tractable integer
linear program (ILP). The details are illustrated as follows.

We introduce binary variables xk (S, r) ∈ {0, 1} to indicate
if k is allocated to serve r with seats S. Then ur in (1) and μk

in (2) can be transformed into:

ur =

(
1 −

∏
k∈K

∏
S∈Qk

[1 − xk (S, r)]

)
cr −

∑
k∈K

pk,r (Sk,r ),

(3)

μk =
∑
r∈R

pk,r (Sk,r ) −
∑
r∈R

∑
S∈Qk

bk (S, r)xk (S, r), (4)

respectively. In (3), the term (1 −∏k∈K
∏

S∈Qk
[1 − xk (S, r)])

indicates whether r can be served in the auction. If not, all
xk (S, r) will turn zero resulting in this term equal to zero. On
the other hand, if AV k can serve, we will have xk (S, r) = 1,
making this term equal to one. Hence, the first term in (3)
will be equal to cr if r can be served, and zero other-
wise. Therefore, (1) and (3) are equivalent. Similarly, we have∑

S∈Qk
bk (S, r)xk (S, r) = bk (Sk,r , r) when k serves r. Thus

(2) and (4) are equivalent.
We formulate WDP to determine which items each seller

should trade with each buyer. In the AV auction, we aim to
maximize the total utility of all participants, including both AV
operators and customers. Thus the objective is posed as follows:∑

r∈R
ur +

∑
k∈K

μk

=
∑
r∈R

[(
1 −

∏
k∈K

∏
S∈Qk

[1 − xk (S, r)]

)
cr −

∑
k∈K

pk,r (Sk,r )

]

+
∑
k∈K

[∑
r∈R

pk,r (Sk,r ) −
∑
r∈R

∑
S∈Qk

bk (S, r)xk (S, r)

]

=
∑
r∈R

(
1 −

∏
k∈K

∏
S∈Qk

[1 − xk (S, r)]

)
cr

−
∑
r∈R

∑
k∈K

∑
S∈Qk

bk (S, r)xk (S, r). (5)

Then WDP for the AV auction is formulated as:
Problem 1 (Winner Determination Problem):

maximize (5)

subject to
∑
r∈R

∑
S∈Qk

|S|xk (S, r) ≤ q̂k ,∀k ∈ K, (6a)

∑
k∈K

∑
S∈Qk

|S|xk (S, r) ≥ q′r ,∀r ∈ R, (6b)

∑
k∈K

∑
S∈Qk

xk (S, r) ≤ 1,∀r ∈ RN ∪RP , (6c)

∑
k∈K

∑
S∈Q′

k

xk (S, r) = 0,∀r ∈ RP , (6d)

xk (S, r) ∈ {0, 1},∀r ∈ R, k ∈ K,S ∈ Qk , (6e)
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where | · | stands for the cardinality of a set, q′r = qr (1 −∏
k∈K

∏
S∈Qk

[1 − xk (S, r)]) is the actual number of seats re-
quired by r, and Q′

k = Qk \ {S ∈ Qk ||S| = q̄k}. (6a) guaran-
tees that each AV k does not offer more seats than the available,
i.e., q̂k . (6b) ensures that if Request r is served, there will be suf-
ficient seats offered to accommodate the passengers associated
to r. (6c) states that the total number of AVs employed to serve
a non-splittable or private service request must be no greater
than one, which is imposed by the nature of the service types.
(6d) excludes those bids associated to non-empty vehicles for
the private service.

Note that Problem 1 is an IQP. Solving an IQP can be com-
putationally expensive even with a moderate problem size. To
reduce the complexity, we introduce the variable yr ∈ {0, 1} to
replace the quadratic terms in Problem (1) as

yr = 1 −
∏
k∈K

∏
S∈Qk

[1 − xk (S, r)],∀r ∈ R. (7)

yr also indicates whether Request r can be served by any AV in
the system. In other words, yr is one if and only if there exists
a {k,S} ∈ K ×Qk such that xk (S, r) = 1.

By introducing (7) to Problem (1), the quadratic terms in (5)
and (6b) can be replaced by yr . However, (7) should also be
included as a new constraint to confine the relationship between
yr and xk (S, r). As (7) is quadratic, which is computationally
expensive, we replace it with the following linear constraint [16]:

yr ≤
∑
k∈K

∑
S∈Qk

xk (S, r). (8)

If any xk (S, r) is set to one, then we have
∑

k∈K
∑

S∈Qk
xk

(S, r) ≥ 1. In Problem 1 we aim to maximize (5), which now
becomes

∑
r∈R cryr −

∑
r∈R,k∈K,S∈Qk

bk (S, r)xk (S, r) after
introducing yr . Thus cryr should be maximized, and the binary
variable yr should attain one by maximization. On the other
hand, if

∑
k∈K,S∈Qk

xk (S, r) = 0 due to all related xk (S, r)
are zero, yr will be confined to zero. Therefore, constraints
(7) and (8) are interchangeable with respect to Problem 1. By
introducing (7) and including (8), we can transform Problem 1
into an ILP:

Problem 2 (Transformed Winner Determination Problem):

maximize
∑
r∈R

cryr −
∑
r∈R

∑
k∈K

∑
S∈Qk

bk (S, r)xk (S, r) (9a)

subject to
∑
k∈K

∑
S∈Qk

|S|xk (S, r) ≥ qryr ,∀r ∈ R, (9b)

xk (S, r), yr ∈ {0, 1},∀r ∈ R, k ∈ K,S ∈ Qk ,
(9c)

(6a), (6c), (6d), and (8).

To simplify the notation, we call Problem 2 WDP in the sequel
whenever this is no confusion.

As an ILP, Problem 2 can also be hard to solve when the
problem size gets large. To overcome this, we can investigate
the properties of Problem 2 to reduce its feasible region further
for potential computational speedup.

Lemma 1: Each AV can attain at most one winning bid for
each request if all bids bk (S, r) are concave with respect to the
number of seats |S|.

Proof: We need to show that
∑

S∈Qk
xk (S, r) ≤ 1,∀r ∈

R, k ∈ K if all bids bk (S, r) are concave. For non-splittable and
private services, from (6c), we have

∑
k∈K

∑
S∈Qk

xk (S, r) ≤
1, which implies

∑
S∈Qk

xk (S, r) ≤ 1. Thus the lemma holds.
For splittable service, we prove the result by contradiction. As-
sume

∑
S∈Qk

xk (S, r) = 2, i.e., an AV serves a splittable ser-
vice request with two bids with seatsS′ andS′′. As the bid values
are concave with respect to |S|, there always exists seatsS∗ such
that |S∗| = |S′| + |S′′|, and bk (S∗, r) < bk (S′, r) + bk (S′′, r).
In this case, yr is of value equal to one, thus the first summa-
tion in (9a) is constant. The auctioneer should try to minimize∑

k∈K
∑

S∈Qk
bk (S, r)xk (S, r) in Problem 2, which makes it

favors S∗ over S′ and S′′. This contradicts the assumption that k
wins with S′ and S′′.

∑
S∈Qk

xk (S, r) > 2 can be proved using
the same pattern. �

Although adopting Lemma 1 would introduce extra con-
straints to Problem 2, the feasible region is reduced. This may
result in a decrease in computation time to solve the problem.
We will verify this in Section VI.

Lemma 2: For the splittable and non-splittable service re-
quests, if bk (S, r) is increasing with respect to the number of
seats |S|, no extra seats will be offered to r.

Proof: Mathematically, this is equivalent to∑
k∈K

∑
S∈Qk

|S|xk (S, r) = qryr ,∀r ∈ RS ∪RN . (10)

If r is not served, both sides of (10) will become zero. For the
case that r is served, we prove this lemma by contradiction.
To avoid ambiguity, we define Bk (S, r) as the bid associated
with bid value bk (S, r). Assume

∑
k∈K

∑
S∈Qk

|S|xk (S, r) =
qryr + 1, and W = {Bk (S, r)|xk (S, r) = 1} is the set of win-
ning bids for serving r. For any Bk ′(S′, r) ∈ W , we have

|S′| +
∑

Bk (S,r)∈W′
|S| = qryr + 1, (11)

where W′ = W \ Bk ′(S′, r). There exist two cases:
1) |S′| > 1: The auctioneer can select another bid Bk ′(S∗, r),

such that |S′| = |S∗| + 1. As k′ can provide at least |S′|
seats, this bid always exists. Therefore, we have

|S′| +
∑

Bk (S,r)∈W′
|S| > |S∗| +

∑
Bk (S,r)∈W∗

|S| = qryr ,

where W∗ = W \ Bk ′(S∗, r). By Lemma 1, the auc-
tioneer should minimize

∑
k∈K

∑
S∈Qk

bk (S, r)xk (S, r)
since bk ′(S∗, r) < bk ′(S′, r). Therefore, it favors S∗ over
S′. This contradicts the assumption that Bk ′(S′, r) is a
winning bid.

2) |S′| = 1: The auctioneer prefers another set of winning
bids W′ = W \ Bk ′(S′, r). By removing Bk ′(S′, r), we
still have

∑
Bk (S,r)∈W′ |S| = qryr . So enough seats are

provided for r and the total service charge is reduced. This
contradicts the assumption that Bk ′(S′, r) is a winning bid.
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The proof of
∑

k∈K
∑

S∈Qk
|S|xk (S, r) = qryr + n, n > 1

can be done similarly.3 �
Lemma 2 can further reduce the feasible region of WDP

by introducing (10) to the problem. We will also show how
Lemma 2 helps improve the computational time in Section VI.

C. Discussion

In this work we present a generalized WDP for the proposed
pricing mechanism of AVPTS. It is worth noting that the for-
mulated optimization problem can be modified to satisfy spe-
cific formulation and/or performance requirements for particular
transportation systems. For instance, in Appendix we discuss a
possible solution to incorporate passenger waiting time into the
optimization problem. In addition, the solution space of WDP
serving a large city can be huge rendering long computational
time. We may change the investigating time span and service
area to influence of the solution space, leading to performance
improvement. Through pre-processing, we can also cluster the
vehicles and requests into groups based on their temporal and
spatial conditions. In this way, the original WDP can be divided
into multiple sub-problems and thus a notably reduced compu-
tation time can be expected. How to employ such methods to
improve the problem solving performance will be investigated
in our future research.

Moreover, be noted that the original design of AVPTS actually
does not consider any security issues, which may happen during
the pricing and vehicle-assignment processes. So the system is
vulnerable to security attacks. For example, intruders may ad-
versely forbid specific vehicles from service. However, since the
proposed pricing mechanism is conducted in batches as demon-
strated in Fig. 2, certain security issue can be resolved by some
“fallback” approaches. Assume that some vehicle operators are
compromised in a particular batch. One may immediately re-
conduct the auction with the compromised vehicles removed
and backup vehicles included. If the time to process each batch
is short enough or the customer waiting time is not an impor-
tant issue, one may also discard the result of the current batch
and skip to the next (so two batches are processed altogether).
The above solutions actually require AVPTS to provide cer-
tain backup vehicles for security measures, which is a possible
extension for AVPTS enhancement.

V. DUALITY-BASED SERVICE CHARGE DETERMINATION

We need to determine the service charges to complete the
pricing process. In this section, by investigating the duality of
Problem 2, we determine the shadow prices to be the service
charges.

A. Primal and Dual Problems

We call Problem 2 the primal problem in the follow-
ing. As will be illustrated in Section VI, mainly the con-
straints defined by (6a) make the problem more computationally

3This lemma cannot be applied to private service requests as each AV has
at most one feasible bid, which consumes all seats of the vehicle. Hence the
alternative bid Bk ′ (S∗, r) does not exist.

expensive. Therefore, we consider to relax (6a) to construct the
dual problem.

Let Λ = [λk ]ᵀk∈K ≥ 0 be the vector of Lagrangian multipli-
ers corresponding to (6a), and let Ψ be the solution space of
Problem 2 without (6a). We consider the following relaxed prob-
lem:

Z(Λ) � maximize
{xk (S,r),yr }∈Ψ

cryr −
∑
r∈R

∑
k∈K

∑
S∈Qk

bk (S, r)xk (S, r)

−
∑
k∈K

λk

(∑
r∈R

∑
S∈Qk

|S|xk (S, r) − q̂k

)
. (12)

Let {x∗
k (S, r), y∗

r}r∈R,k∈K,S∈Qk
∈ Ψ be an optimal solution of

Problem 2 and ZIP be the corresponding optimal objective func-
tion value. As

∑
r∈R

∑
S∈Qk

|S|x∗
k (S, r) − q̂k ≤ 0, we have

ZIP � cry
∗
r −

∑
r∈R

∑
k∈K

∑
S∈Qk

bk (S, r)x∗
k (S, r)

≤ cry
∗
r −

∑
r∈R

∑
k∈K

∑
S∈Qk

bk (S, r)x∗
k (S, r)

−
∑
k∈K

λk

(∑
r∈R

∑
S∈Qk

|S|x∗
k (S, r) − q̂k

)
.

Therefore, Z(Λ) ≥ ZIP for any arbitrary Λ and Problem (12)
provides an upper bound for Problem 2.

To find the optimal Λ∗ that yields the tightest bound, we
consider the following problem:

Problem 3 (Lagrangian Dual Problem):

minimize Z(Λ) subject to Λ ≥ 0. (13)

Let ZD be the optimal value of (13). Z(Λ) is concave and
piecewise-linear. It is clear that the weak duality theorem holds:
ZD ≥ ZIP. As Ψ is constituted by binary variables, the solution
space is finite. Therefore, many techniques can be employed to
efficiently solve Problem 3, whose optimal value provides an
upper bound for Problem 2.

B. Service Charge Determination

In fact, we can interpret the Lagrangian multipliers λk as
shadow prices. In this context, they represent the service charges
per seat imposed by K. For the dual problem, we can specify
the sub-gradient as follows:

g′λk
=

∂Z(Λ)
∂λk

= q̂k −
∑
r∈R

∑
S∈Qk

|S|xk (S, r). (14)

We first consider an arbitrary λk , denoted by λ′
k . When

g′λk
|λk =λ′

k
is greater than zero, Z(Λ) increases with λk at λ′

k . So
the optimal λk , denoted by λ∗

k , should be smaller than λ′
k since

Z(Λ) is convex [17]. At the same time, g′λk
|λk =λ′

k
> 0 also im-

plies that q̂k >
∑

r∈R
∑

S∈Qk
|S|xk (S, r). In other words, the

capacity of k is larger than the number of seats required. This
suggests a smaller service charge for each seat. On the other
hand, when the subgradient at λ′

k is negative, λ∗
k should be

larger than λ′
k . The negative g′λk

also implies that the capacity
is smaller than the number of seats required, leading to a larger
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service charge for each seat. Consequently, Λ∗ reflects the op-
timal service charge per seat, which also results in the smallest
duality gap between the primal and dual problem.

Lagrangian multipliers have been employed to construct auc-
tion prices in some previous work (see [11] for example). In this
paper, we follow a similar methodology to establish a service
charging rule. As Λ∗ represents the final service charge per seat
of the AVs, the total service charge by each AV k can be calcu-
lated accordingly with the winning bid results from Problem 2
as
∑

r∈R
∑

S∈Qk
λ∗

k |S|xk (S, r). However, the minimum ser-
vice charge proposed by k, i.e.,

∑
r∈R

∑
S∈Qk

bk (S, r)xk (S, r),
is less than or equal to the income

∑
r∈R

∑
S∈Qk

λ∗
k |S|xk (S, r)

decided by the auction. To determine the value for each
pk (S, r) such that the summation of all service charges
of its serving requests

∑
r∈R

∑
S∈Qk

pk (S, r)xk (S, r) equals
to the decided income, one can first set pk (S, r) to
their corresponding bk (S, r) values, and then gradually in-
crease them to increase

∑
r∈R

∑
S∈Qk

pk (S, r)xk (S, r) to∑
r∈R

∑
S∈Qk

λ∗
k |S|xk (S, r). In this work, all requests served

by a particular AV will have the same degree of increment,
denoted by Ck . As∑

r∈R

∑
S∈Qk

λ∗
k |S|xk (S, r) =

∑
r∈R

∑
S∈Qk

Ckbk (S, r)xk (S, r),

we can set

Ck =

∑
r∈R

∑
S∈Qk

λ∗
k |S|xk (S, r)∑

r∈R
∑

S∈Qk
bk (S, r)xk (S, r)

, (15)

and the final service charge is determined as:

pk (S, r) = Ckbk (S, r)xk (S, r). (16)

For example, AV k wins an auction for providing two seats
S to Request r and three seats S′ to Request r′ with bid val-
ues bk (S, r) = 4 and bk (S′, r′) = 5, respectively. The suggested
charge per seat for k is λ∗

k = 2.5. Then we have Ck = [λ∗
k (|S| +

|S′|)]/[bk (S, r) + bk (S′, r′)] ≈ 1.389. The service charges of r
and r′ are 1.389 × bk (S, r) = 5.556 and 1.389 × bk (S′, r′) =
6.945, respectively. In this case, the final service charge is cal-
culated based on the bid value and λ∗

k , and the total income by
k accords with the auction result.

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

We conduct simulations to evaluate the performance of our
proposed pricing mechanism in five different perspectives. We
first examine the achievable social welfare under different scales
of the system. Then we investigate the computational time re-
quired to complete a pricing mechanism. Next we study the
efficacy of the proposed service charge rule to advocate mar-
ket competition. After that, we investigate how likely passen-
gers can be served under different problem scales. Last but not
least, we inspect the effect of different request handling methods
by looking into sequential and batch processing of the service
requests.

Random test cases are generated to simulate the system of
different scales. We consider different values for |R| ∈ {5, 10,
20, 50, 100}, and for |K| ∈ {10, 20, 50, 100, 200, 500, 1000}.

For each combination of |R| and |K|, we produce 25 random
cases respectively and thus there are 875 test cases in total.
For each test case, |R| random customers are created, in which
each customer requires a random number of seats in the range
of [1, 8]. The distance between pickup and dropoff locations
dr is randomly chosen in the range of [1, 3] units. Unless oth-
erwise stated, 60%, 30%, and 10% of the requests belong to
the splittable, non-splittable, and private services, respectively.
We determine the maximum expected service charge for each
customer by multiplying the distance dr with number of pas-
sengers in the request qr and a random factor drawn from a
normal distribution N (0, 0.052). For AV k ∈ K, q̄k is randomly
selected in [4, 8] and q̂k in [1, q̄k ]. Similarly, the bid bk (S, r) is
calculated by multiplying the distance dr with the number of
passengers and a random factor drawn from N (0, 0.052). The
result is further multiplied by 0.9 so as to make most bid values
smaller than their corresponding customer maximum expected
service charge.

All tests are performed on a computer with an Intel Core
i7-3770 CPU at 3.40 GHz and 16 GB RAM. The test code is
developed in Python 3, and all optimization problems are solved
with Gurobi [18].

A. Social Welfare

We first evaluate the achievable social welfare under different
scales of AVPTS. The average computed results of social welfare
are presented in Table I. We also provide the analytical upper
bounds discussed in Section V for reference and they allow
us to see the impact of (6a) on the complexity of solving the
WDP. In Table I, “AV Auction” and “Dual bound” label the
results computed by our proposed AV Auction and the bounds
achieved through the dual, respectively. The “Utility” columns
indicate the total utilities (or social welfare) of the computed
AV Auction results.

It can be observed that the total utility increases with the
numbers of AVs and requests. This confirms our intuition that
the social welfare should benefit from a larger market with more
AV operators and/or customers involved.

More specifically, the market size grows with both the sizes
of the request pool and the AV fleet. To better understand the
relationship between market size and achievable social welfare,
we investigate the change of average utility from the perspec-
tives of requests and AVs separately. The results are illustrated
in Fig. 3, in which each data point corresponds to the average
of the results of 25 test cases. Fig. 3(a) shows how the average
utility contributed by each request changes with the number of
available requests for several fixed AV fleet sizes. In general
the average utility decreases in the presence of more requests.
The trend is similar with different fleet size but higher average
utility can be achieved with more AVs. More requests result in
severer competition and thus the individual utility is reduced.
However, as previously shown in Table I, the total utility is still
improved with more customers/requests. The influence of the
AV fleet size can be more easily depicted in Fig. 3(b).

Fig. 3(b) illustrates how the average utility contributed by
each AV changes with the number of AVs for fixed numbers of
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TABLE I
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF THE PROPOSED PRICING MECHANISM

Number of AVs Number of Requests

5 10 20 50 100

Utility Time (s) Utility Time (s) Utility Time (s) Utility Time (s) Utility Time (s)

10 AV Auction 7.32e+00 7.84e−03 1.30e+01 1.63e−02 1.70e+01 3.56e−02 2.05e+01 5.44e−02 2.72e+01 1.16e−01
Dual bound 7.41e+00 3.37e−03 1.32e+01 5.22e−03 1.73e+01 1.33e−02 2.07e+01 3.15e−02 2.75e+01 8.38e−02

20 AV Auction 8.91e+00 1.01e−02 1.45e+01 2.80e−02 2.84e+01 1.03e−01 3.79e+01 1.48e−01 4.57e+01 2.66e−01
Dual bound 8.95e+00 4.67e−03 1.46e+01 9.29e−03 2.86e+01 2.16e−02 3.81e+01 6.16e−02 4.59e+01 1.46e−01

50 AV Auction 1.09e+01 1.76e−02 2.04e+01 5.06e−02 3.98e+01 1.51e−01 7.46e+01 6.61e−01 1.00e+02 9.08e−01
Dual bound 1.09e+01 1.06e−02 2.05e+01 2.33e−02 3.99e+01 5.05e−02 7.48e+01 1.56e−01 1.00e+02 3.90e−01

100 AV Auction 1.16e+01 3.87e−02 2.24e+01 8.82e−02 4.27e+01 2.29e−01 9.55e+01 1.42e+00 1.56e+02 3.25e+00
Dual bound 1.16e+01 2.57e−02 2.25e+01 5.07e−02 4.28e+01 1.09e−01 9.57e+01 3.45e−01 1.56e+02 8.76e−01

200 AV Auction 1.31e+01 9.09e−02 2.49e+01 1.98e−01 4.56e+01 4.56e−01 1.08e+02 1.73e+00 2.00e+02 6.18e+00
Dual bound 1.31e+01 6.55e−02 2.49e+01 1.23e−01 4.57e+01 2.57e−01 1.08e+02 7.98e−01 2.00e+02 2.14e+00

500 AV Auction 1.34e+01 3.01e−01 2.67e+01 6.11e−01 5.30e+01 1.34e+00 1.20e+02 4.76e+00 2.25e+02 1.45e+01
Dual bound 1.34e+01 2.51e−01 2.68e+01 5.03e−01 5.31e+01 1.04e+00 1.20e+02 3.28e+00 2.25e+02 7.66e+00

1000 AV Auction 1.41e+01 1.03e+00 2.94e+01 1.86e+00 5.51e+01 4.37e+00 1.24e+02 1.31e+01 2.38e+02 3.06e+01
Dual bound 1.42e+01 9.19e−01 2.95e+01 1.60e+00 5.52e+01 3.75e+00 1.24e+02 1.02e+01 2.38e+02 2.18e+01

Fig. 3. Change of average utility. (a) Average utility per request on different number of requests. (b) Average utility per AV on different number of AVs.

requests. In general the average utility decreases with the num-
ber of vehicles. The trend is similar with different number of
requests but higher average utility can be obtained in the pres-
ence of more requests. Increasing competition among vehicles
reduces individual AV utility. However, with more AVs involved
in the auction, customers have more transit options and thus the
total utility can also be improved.

B. Computational Time

We investigate the computational time required to determine
the result of an AV auction. The times to generate the corre-
sponding results are also provided in Table I. In general, the
computational time increases with the market size since the
formulated WDP is getting bigger with more constraints. In
addition, the computational time required for dual bound is sig-
nificantly smaller than that for the AV Auction. This validates
our claim that the complexity of the WDP is mainly stemmed
from Constraint (6a), since the major difference between the
original and the dual problems is on the relaxation of (6a).

Fig. 4 illustrates the change of computational time in the per-
spectives of requests and vehicles separately. In Fig. 4(a), for a
fixed fleet size, the average computational time grows roughly
linearly with the number of requests. Similarly, as shown in
Fig. 4(b), for a fixed request pool size, the computational time
also grows roughly linearly with the number of AVs. However,
as shown in Table I, when more customers and AV operators par-
ticipate in the AV auction, the computational time will increase
rapidly. In spite of that, our largest test case, which contains
1000 AVs and 100 requests, requires merely around 30 seconds
to be solved on an ordinary computer. This suggests that the
proposed AV pricing mechanism is highly practical.

Recall that Lemmas 1 and 2 presented in Section IV-A intro-
duce additional constraints to Problem 2 resulting in different
formulations. These constraints can reduce the feasible region
of the problem. Here we also verify that both lemmas can con-
tribute to computational speedup. To do this, we examine the
test cases and compute the results based on three variants of
Problem 2: (i) Problem 2 with Lemma 1, (ii) Problem 2 with
Lemma 2, and (iii) Problem 2 with both the lemmas. For our
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Fig. 4. Change of average computation time. (a) Computational time change on different number of requests. (b) Computation time change on different number
of AVs.

TABLE II
IMPACT OF CONSTRAINT INTRODUCED BY LEMMAS 1 AND 2 ON COMPUTATION TIME

Problem 2 with Lemma 1 Problem 2 without Lemma 1

Avg. Min. Max. Avg. Min. Max.

Problem 2 with Lemma 2 100% 100% 100% 103.74% 100.59% 112.02%
Problem 2 without Lemma 2 102.15% 100.63% 106.85% 105.43% 100.91% 115.67%

test cases, all formulations are equivalent resulting in the same
optimal values. So we focus on the computational time. We
set Formulation (iii) as the benchmark and the relative aver-
age, minimum, and maximum computational times for solving
the test cases are presented in Table II. From the table, it can
be concluded that both lemmas can reduce the computational
time as analyzed in Section IV-A. In the worst case scenarios,
i.e., the “Min.” columns in Table II, the computational time can
still be reduced by introducing either lemma. The differences in
computational time become more obvious in the best-case sce-
narios, i.e., the “Max.” columns. It is worth mentioning that both
lemmas can be incorporated into Problem 2 at no additional cost.
Therefore, enforcing Lemmas 1 and 2 is generally beneficial.

C. Service Charge

We examine the impact of AVPTS system size on the ser-
vice charge. Fig. 5 shows the change of average service charge
per seat with respect to the numbers of available requests and
AVs, respectively. Fig. 5(a) depicts that the service charge per
seat increases with the number of requests when only a small
number of AVs are available. When the fleet size grows (e.g.,
of 200 AVs), the service charge per seat becomes insensitive
to the number of requests. This is due to the fact that competi-
tion among customers exists when there are not enough AVs to
accommodate the requests and the competition leads to an in-
crease in average service charge. On the other hand, when there
are sufficient AVs available, all the requests can be entertained
and competition is not likely to happen. Note that the average
service charge experiences little fluctuation with 10 requests,
which are caused by the randomness of the generated cases. We

can also come up with a similar conclusion for the competitions
among AV operators from Fig. 5(b). In fact, fewer requests re-
sult in a smaller AVPTS market. When there are fewer buyers
(customers), the sellers (AV operators) need to reduce the prices
in order to sell their seat occupancies. However, with more re-
quests (customers), the service charge can be slightly increased
without losing in the auction for rationality reasons. This ex-
plains why the average service charge per seat for five requests
are slightly lower than that for more requests.

D. Successfully Served Customers

Here we explore how many passengers can be successfully
served under different problem sizes. We express the results in
terms of percentage which indicates how many passengers can
belong to the successfully served requests among the passen-
gers of all possible requests. The averaged percentage results
are depicted in Fig. 6. From Fig. 6(a) we can observe that the
percentage of served passengers decreases with number of re-
quests for fixed AV fleet sizes. This is due to the fact that with
a constant number of AVs, more requests lead to severer com-
petition among customers. So the AVs are encouraged to serve
those requests with potentially higher profit with higher priority.
In addition, when the number of AVs is large enough, e.g., 500
or 1000 AVs for serving 100 requests, almost all requests can
be served resulting in a minuscule percentage decrease.

To be complete, we also present the percentage change with
respect to different number of AVs in Fig. 6(b), which demon-
strates a similar trend. With an increase of AV fleet size, the
percentage of served passengers also increases. This is consis-
tent with our previous explanation for Fig. 6(a).
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Fig. 5. Change of average service charge. (a) Average service charge per seat on different number of requests. (b) Average service charge per seat on different
number of AVs.

Fig. 6. Change of served passenger percentage. (a) Percentage of served passengers on different number of requests. (b) Percentage of served passengers on
different number of AVs.

TABLE III
COMPARISON OF THE PROPOSED PRICING MECHANISM WITH VCG AND SINGLE REQUEST MECHANISMS

Number of AVs Number of Requests

5 10 20 50 100

Utility Time Utility Time Utility Time Utility Time Utility Time

10 VCG 56.1% 162.3% 60.5% 109.7% 50.5% 71.7% 38.6% 78.5% 33.6% 67.4%
WDP-1 65.4% 118.3% 61.7% 103.5% 51.9% 116.1% 39.1% 353.2% 34.3% 602.4%

20 VCG 51.3% 159.4% 53.0% 101.1% 55.6% 44.5% 43.7% 49.2% 40.2% 43.6%
WDP-1 58.7% 111.7% 55.5% 83.6% 58.1% 53.1% 44.7% 143.5% 41.4% 276.9%

50 VCG 48.4% 160.6% 48.2% 121.5% 50.8% 67.0% 56.4% 31.3% 44.3% 31.3%
WDP-1 57.9% 119.5% 56.7% 94.5% 57.9% 63.3% 60.5% 48.9% 46.2% 98.5%

100 VCG 46.0% 167.1% 45.4% 145.5% 49.9% 94.2% 52.3% 35.8% 55.7% 24.2%
WDP-1 55.1% 105.1% 55.7% 102.4% 57.1% 73.8% 58.2% 37.0% 58.6% 39.5%

200 VCG 40.9% 156.4% 46.3% 144.2% 47.0% 113.7% 50.4% 71.2% 52.7% 35.4%
WDP-1 51.0% 101.6% 53.6% 97.8% 55.1% 79.3% 57.4% 59.3% 60.1% 38.8%

500 VCG 33.8% 159.4% 39.3% 158.9% 41.8% 144.5% 46.7% 104.0% 49.4% 64.1%
WDP-1 50.3% 97.9% 51.6% 96.9% 52.7% 91.0% 55.0% 70.2% 58.0% 49.1%

1000 VCG 42.4% 148.7% 45.0% 138.3% 41.4% 133.4% 43.7% 106.4% 43.9% 85.6%
WDP-1 46.1% 84.4% 49.7% 84.0% 49.8% 78.1% 51.6% 66.5% 54.8% 58.2%
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E. Service Request Processing

In an AVPTS pricing process, there can be two modes to pro-
cess all service requests R. We can either handling all requests
in a batch or one-by-one sequentially based on their arrival
times. While the mechanism proposed in this work targets batch
processing, we can also consider that each batch consists of
only one request and apply our proposed mechanism |R| times
for processing all the requests (called single-request AV auc-
tion). For sequential processing, we adopt the VCG mechanism
proposed in [9] for the illustrative purpose. Therefore, we can
compare three request processing methods.

We consider all the 875 random cases again. The simula-
tion results are presented in Table III. In the table, we set the
batch processing method as the basis and we list the relative
performance of the sequential VCG mechanism (VCG) and the
single-request AV Auction (WDP-1) with respect to the batch
processing method. For example, if batch processing can gener-
ate an average social welfare at 100 and VCG can make 80, the
corresponding entry is shown as 80%. From the table, it is clear
that both sequential methods produce results with utility much
worse than the batch processing. The performance gap increases
with the market size. This shows that the arrival sequence can
influence the social welfare and the batch processing can get rid
of this influence and improve the performance. When only the
two sequential processing methods are compared, WDP-1 still
outperforms VCG in terms of utility. This observation is con-
curred with the literature that VCG cannot guarantee maximum
customer utilities [12], [19], [20].

When it comes to computational time, no single method has
advantages over all circumstances. For small systems, the batch-
processing AV auction requires less computational time than
the sequential counterparts but it takes longer then problem size
gets large. It is due to the increased complexity of WDP when
the number of AVs or requests becomes large. Despite this,
the maximum simulation time required for the largest system,
as illustrated in Section VI-A, is around 30 seconds, which is
insignificant in practice. Therefore the AVPTS can still provide
a near real-time customer experience.

VII. CONCLUSION

In a large multi-tenant AVPTS, the pricing process is essential
to allocate the AVs to serve the service requests and to settle cus-
tomer service charges. Previous related studies can only handle
one request in each execution, which may suppress the social
welfare of the system. In this paper, we construct a new pricing
mechanism, which can handle multiple requests in a batch, re-
sulting in better service plans. We first illustrate the complete
mechanism, including information exchange and decision mak-
ing. Then we propose an double combinatorial auction-based
AV pricing scheme to optimally determine the request-AV allo-
cation. The devised auction can accommodate multiple requests
and AVs at same the time, in the presence of different service
types. We formulate WDP of the auction as an IQP, which is then
transformed into an ILP for the ease of computation. In addition,
we analyze the properties of WDP with duality and the results
are engaged to develop a service charge determination rule. The

proposed pricing mechanism is evaluated with a wide range of
randomly generated cases of different sizes, and the simulation
results demonstrate its superiority in maximizing social welfare.
In addition, the proposed mechanism significantly outperforms
the previous AVPTS pricing mechanisms with higher utility and
comparable computational time.

The future work can be generally classified into two topics.
As discussed in Section IV-C, how to properly handle the huge
problem solution space (leading to long computational time)
for AVPTS deployed in large cities is an interesting problem
to be investigated. Another possible extension is to study the
security issues in the proposed pricing mechanism, e.g., false-
bidding. Although [10] can resolve some of these issues, how to
incorporate security measures to handle multiple simultaneous
requests is still an open problem.

APPENDIX

PASSENGER WAITING TIME

In our proposed pricing mechanism, the waiting time of re-
quests (passengers) are not considered in WDP. This is because
that in this paper, we mainly consider the economical concerns
in the pricing process of AVPTS, and the main objective is
to maximize the social welfare of the system. In spite of this,
the waiting time can be modeled as a hard constraint to pre-
vent overly long waiting time experienced by the passengers.
In Problem 2, consider that request r can be kept on hold for
a maximum duration of t and the driving time for k ∈ K to
arrive at r is tk,r . Then we can have the following to satisfy the
customer waiting time requirement:

xk (S, r) = 0,∀r ∈ R, k ∈ K−,S ∈ Qk , (17)

where K− = {k|k ∈ K, tk,r > t}. This constraint forbids those
vehicles that cannot arrive at r within t from serving r.
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